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Characterization theorems are obtained for the possible limits in distribution of a family of 
stationary random measures {CT} satisfying a strong mixing condition, with necessary and sufficient 
conditions for convergence. The application of these results to ‘exceedance random measures’ is 
shown to provide a unifying viewpoint for obtaining results in extremal theory for stationary 
processes. 
random measures * convergence * exceedance times * extreme values 
1. introduction 
The motivation for this study was the development of a unifying viewpoint to include 
the theory of (a) upcrossings and (b) exceedance times, for high levels, by a stationary 
process {&}, both of which have been used as approaches to extremai theory for 
such processes (cf. Berman, 1982; Leadbetter et al., 1983). For example if M( 7’) = 
sup{&: 0s t < 7’) and A$- is the number of upcrossings of a level uT + 00 by 5, in 
0 s t < T, then one has the obvious connection 
0 s P{ NT = O} - P{ M( T) s UT} f P(& > UT} + 0. 
On the other hand if L,(u) is the exceedance time jz ljt,,UTj dt above z+=., there is 
the direct equivalence (M( T) s uT} = { tT( uT) = 0). 
The asymptotic Poisson properties from upcrossing theory provide more detailed 
extremal results than does consideration of LT, but require more sample path 
assumptions. However a unification may be provided through the ‘exceedance 
random measure’ lT defined for a family of levels {uT}, on Bore1 sets B c (0, l] by 
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Distributional limit theorems for {lT} under a mild mixing condition on { 5,) contain 
both the Poisson results for high level upcrossings and limiting distributional 
properties of the exceedance times Lr(ur) = 17((0, 1)). Our approach here is to 
obtain these results as applications of more general limit theorems for stationary 
random measures {lT} on (0, l] satisfying a strong mixing condition. 
Technical lemmas in Section 2 develop the approximate independence of incre- 
ments of LT. from which the Levy form for its distributional limits may be very 
simply obtained. This leads to both characterization and constructive results for 
such limits in Section 3. In Section 4 the results are applied to the exceedance 
random measure, as noted, and other applications and generalizations are indicated. 
2. Framework and basic lemmas 
We consider a family {lT: T> 0) of stationary random measures on the Bore1 sets 
of the unit interval (0, 11. The basic dependence condition to be used throughout 
is (an array form of) strong mixing for {CT}, which will often be guaranteed in 
applications by weaker assumptions on some underlying real-parameter process 
{&}. Specifically let a(*) denote a generated u-field and write Szt = ~{l~((u, v)): 
O<s<u<v~t~l}, and 
a,,,=sup{lP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I: AE %‘;,, BE 93’,‘,,,,, s>O, l+ss 1). 
Then {CT} will be assumed strongly mixing in the sense that 
CY~,~~ + 0 as T + ~0, for some I,- + 0. (2.1) 
The mixing condition (2.1) is often applied through the following lemma essen- 
tially given in Volkonski and Rozanov (1958). 
Lemma 2.1. For 0 < 1 =C 1 let &, = sup{)%YZ - 8Y%Z/: Y, Z%‘&-, 93:+,,,-measurable 
respectively, 1 YI, IZI C 1, s > 0, 1+ s S 1). Then aT,, S PT., S 4cfT,, so that {CT} is strongly 
mixing as above iff pT,IT + 0 for some 1, + 0. 0 
The following results show how the mixing condition implies approximate 
independent of the Laplace transform of 5r in appropriately chosen disjoint intervals. 
Results of this type have been used in various forms (cf. Leadbetter et al., 1983) 
and the present statement is similar to the general discrete time version of Hsing et 
al. (1988). A proof will be given since a simplification of the arguments of Hsing 
et al. (1988) is possible in the present context. Here and throughout m(a) will denote 
Lebesgue measure. Use will be made at various points of the inequality 
(2.2) 
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Lemma 2.2. Let (2.1) hold and {kT} be constants uch that 
kT(aT,,7- -cl,)+0 (2.3) 
where 1, is as in (2.1). Let I,, 12, . . . , 1, be disjoint subintervals of (0, l] and mTj = 
[bm(I,)l,j = 1,2,. . . , p, Write J,for the interval ((i - l)/ kT, i/ kT], i = 1,2, . . . . Then, 
for Sj 2 0, 
8 exp -j$, sjSr(l,)} - fi %” T*J exp{-sjYT(Jl)}+O as T+a. (2.4) 
j=l 
Hence also 
Proof. (2.5) follows from (2.4) in an obvious way (using (2.2)). We prove (2.4) for 
the case p = 1, the extension of the argument to p > 1 being clear. For p = 1 it is 
sufficient by stationarity to take I, = I = (0, a] and show that 
YT = $ exp{-&(~)} - s, $ exp{-s6T(Ji)) + 0 (2.61 
where mT = [ ak,]. Write J$ = (0, IT], and for 16 i G mT, Ji = ((i - l)/ k,, i/ kT - IT], 
J* = Ji -J: = (i/ kT - I,, i/ kT]. Write also a=, br for the two terms in (2.6), a7= 
8 exp{-SC,(Z)}, b, = grnT exp{-scT(J1)}, and let cr = Z? exp{-s<,(J$)}. In show- 
ing yr + 0 it may be assumed that b, + b, cT + c, 0 G b, c s 1, since it is sufficient to 
show that yr + 0 as T-+ co through any sequence such that b, and cr both converge. 
Assume first that c = 1, b > 0. Since log bT +log 6, it follows that 
8 exp{-sc,(J1)}+ 1 and (noting that m(I-U Ji) =z kT1 = m(J1)) 
Os%exp{-sC <T(Ji)}-aT~ X$(1-exp{-sgT(J1)})-*O (2.7) 
where (here and below) undesignated ranges for sums and products are to be taken 
from 1 to mT. By stationarity and (2.2), 
0s 8 exp{-s Z: MJI)l- 8 exp{--s C lT(Ji)l 
(2.8) 
S m,8(1 -exp{-s5r(Jo*)})+0 
since log cT + 0. Further by obvious induction from Lemma 2.1, 
18 exp{--s C MJ:)} -rl: 8 exp{-s5T(Jl)11 s:bmTrrt,, + 0 (2.9) 
and, again using (2.2), 
]a 8 exp{-&(J3 - & / G m,8(1 -exp{-s5;(J$)})+O (2.10) 
as in (2.8). It thus follows by combining (2.7)-(2.10) that yT = aT - b, -, 0 if c = 1, 
b > 0. 
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If c = 1, b = 0, using Lemma 2.1, and (2.2), 
6-s 8 exp{-s C 5&-C)] 
which tends to zero, so that a,+ 0 and hence ~~‘0. 
Finally if c < 1 choose integers eT + cc so that &kT( aT,,, + IT) + 0. Since &k& + 
0, for sufficiently large T, or subintervals E,, j = 1,2, . . . , Or, of Ji may be chosen, 
each of length 1, and mutually separated by at least IT. Then 
b, s ‘FSrnr exp P-S Z 5r(Eij) 
j=l I 
=s [it+ exp{-sl,(Jo*)}+4e,(Y.r,3”’ 
G 8erm~exp{-s5,(J,*)}+4m,e,~~,,~ 
by (2.2). The first term is c? + 0 since cT. + c < 1, or + co, and the second term tends 
to zero by choice of &, so that b, + 0. But clearly 
{ 
mT 8, 
+C 8 exp --s C C ST(Ed) s Z?T~T exp{-s57(Jo*)}+4e,m~~~,,~ 
i=l,=l I 
which tends to zero as above so that Us, b,- both tend to zero and hence so does 
YT. 0 
The following result showing approximate independence of probabilities of zero 
mass in disjoint intervals follows similarly. 
Lemma 2.3. Under the condition and with the notation of Lemma 2.2, 
P{~T(I)=O}-Pm’{~T(J1)=O}+O us T+co 
where I is a subinterval of (0, l] of length a and mT = [uk,]. Inpurticulurfor 0 s r s CO, 
P{l,(O, l]=O}+e-’ i# kTP{lT(O, kT’]>O}+x 0 
3. Convergence of CT 
It is straightforward to characterize the class of possible limits in distribution for 
the strongly mixing random measures {CT}. Specifically if CT converges in distribution 
to a random measures J’, then 5 may be shown to be stationary, to have no fixed 
atoms and to have independent increments and hence (along similar lines to Lemma 
3.1 of Hsing et al., 1988) to have Laplace Transform L[( f) = 5 exp{-j f dc} satisfying 
(1 -ePYfCx)) dv(y) dx (3.1) 
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where (Y 3 0 and the (Levy) measure v on (0, co) satisfies 
I 
a3 
(1 - eey) dv(y) < cc. (3.2) 
0 
In fact this result may be strengthened to replace weak convergence of the random 
measures CT by just weak convergence of the random variables ST(I) for one fixed 
subinterval of (0, 11, or even (in a form pointed out to us by Olav Kallenberg) by 
a local condition involving the distribution pT of cT(O, k,‘] where k,- + co. Further 
an elementary proof may be given as will be indicated. It will be convenient to use 
the compact notation of Kallenberg (1976, Section 61, writing g for the function 
1 - eP, a0 for unit mass at zero, andfp for the measure having densityf with respect 
to a measure p, (i.e.fp(B) =jefdw). Th e main part of the calculation is contained 
in the following lemma (cf. Theorem 6.1 of Kallenberg, 1976). 
Lemma 3.1. Let {lT} be stationary and strongly mixing, {k,} constants satisfying 
(2.3), and write pT for the distribution of lT(O, k,‘]. Let I be a subinterval of (0, 11. 
Then lT( I) converges in distribution to an r.v. 7, if and only if 
k,gp, 4 aso + gv (3.3) 
where a 2 0 and v is a measure on (0,~) such that j; (1 -em”) dv(x) < CO. Further 
8 exp{ -.q,} = {+(s))“‘(‘) where 
(1 -ePy) dv(y) . (3.4) 
Proof. Take I = (0, a] for some 0 < a s 1 (without loss of generality, by stationarity). 
Write mT = [Uk,], .& = ((i - I)/ kT, i/ kT] and let {[T,i, 1 s i S mT} be i.i.d. random 
variables with the same distribution (PT) as lT(Ji). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
8 exp{-scT(l)}- 5 8 exp{-s[T(Ji)}+O 
i=l 
for each s 2 0, so that 57(I) s 7, if and only if cyzl 5T.i s qI. If lT(l) 4 q,, writing 
e,(s)= $ eXp{-S~T,l} it fdowS that(e,(s)) mT + e(s) = % exp{-sn,} so that e,(s) + 
1 and mT( 1 - e,(s)) + -log 0(s). It is readily checked that 
--sx dgp, = mT I (epsx _e-(S+l)X) dp, 
which thus has a continuous limit, showing that (3.3) holds (mT - akT) for some LY, v. 
Conversely if (3.3) holds it follows that 
mT(l - 8 exp(-s&))= mT (1 -e-““)(I -e-x)-’ dgp, 
(1 -e-rx) dv] 
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and hence 
where J/ is given by (3.4), completing the proof. q 
Theorem 3.2. Let {Jr} be stationary and strongly mixing and {k7} integers satisfying 
(2.3). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(9 yT A 5 for some random measure 5. 
(ii) cr( I) s 71 for some interval 1 c (0, l] and some random variable qr. 
(iii) The distribution p7 of cT(O, k;‘] satisjies (3.3), viz. 
for some CY 2 0, and a measure v on (0, fo) such that I,” (1 -e-“) dv(x) <CO (g(x) = 
1 -e-“). 
Further the limit [ in (i) has Laplace Transform given by (3.1), i.e., 
Proof. If (i) holds the limit C is readily seen to be stationary and thus have no fixed 
atoms, and hence (ii) holds for any I, with nt = J(I). By Lemma 3.1, (ii) implies (iii). 
Conversely if (iii) holds, Lemma 3.1 shows that (ii) holds for all intervals I = (0, I] 
and by Lemma 2.2 (eq. (2.5)), for disjoint I,, . . . , I,,, 
8exp 
{jI, } jI1 
C Sji;(rj) = rf ~eXp{-~j~~(lj)~+o(l)+ fi (~(sj))~'~' 
j=l 
where glr(s) is given by (3.4). But it is readily checked that this implies 
(LT(ll)t * * +, YT(Q) 4 (S(11), . . . , ixq> 
where 5 has the Laplace Transform given by (3.1) so that lT % y with Laplace 
Transform (3.1). Cl 
A random measure 5 satisfying (3.1) also has the ‘cluster’ representation 1 ai <(-) = am(*)+ J J y&(e) dn(x, y) (3.5) x=0 y=o 
where 6, denotes unit mass at x and n is a Poisson Process on (0, 11 x (0, co) with 
intensity m x v. Thus 5 has a uniform mass on (0, l] together with a sequence of 
point masses yi at points xi where (xi, yi) are the points of 7. In general there may 
be infinitely many of the atoms xi in (0, I] (though their total mass is finite) so that 
this component is then an atomic random measure which is not a point process. 
However if v is finite the xi do form a point process-indeed a stationary Poisson 
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Process on (0, l] with intensity parameter ~(0, a). In any case the points Xi for 
which yi > a form a Poisson Process with intensity parameter V( a, CO), for any a > 0. 
It is also readily seen that P{c((O, 1)) = 0) > 0 if and only if (Y = 0 and ~(0, ~0) < ~0 
so that if (Y > 0 or ~(0, 00) = 00 the interval (0, l] (and in fact every interval) contains 
c-mass with probability one. 
In the case when (Y = 0 and ~(0, ~0) <CO, a(.) = v(a)/ ~(0, a) is a probability 
distribution on (O,OO) with Laplace Transform 4(s) =I: eesX dr(x). Then from 
(3.1), writing ~(0, Co) = V, 
1 
-log &(f) = Y [l- #Q-(x))1 dx (3.6) 
which shows that 5 is a Compound Poisson Process (with not necessarily integer 
valued multiplicities) based on a Poisson Process with rate V, and multiplicity 
distribution r. From here on we use the notation CP( V, n) to denote such a process. 
The case where every interval contains C-mass with probability one of course 
arises when P{l,(O, l] = 0) is too small or equivalently the ‘local probability’ 
P{l,(O, kf’] > 0) is too large. In the next result pT is written for kTP{ST(O, k;‘] > 0}, 
anticipating its interpretation as the ‘cluster rate’ below. Note the equivalence of 
the conditions )(L~ + 00 and P{c,(O, l] = 0) + 0 which follows simply from Lemma 2.3. 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that one of the equivalent sets of conditions of Theorem 3.2 
hold and that ~=++a, or equivalently P{l,(O, l] = O}++O, as T+a. Then CY =0 and 
v(O,o~) < ~0 in (3.1), so that the representation (3.6) holds. 
Proof. If P{c,(O, l] =O}++O, since lT(O, 1) 4 l(O, 11, P{l(O, l] = 0) 2 lim sup 
P{l,(O, l] = 0) > 0. But by Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), P{C(O, l] = 0) = lim,,, $(s) = 0 
if either (Y > 0 or ~(0, ~0) = CO, so that (Y = 0 and ~(0, ~0) <OO both follow, as 
required. 0 
The Compound Poisson distributional limit when (Y = 0 and v is finite suggests 
a ‘clustering’ of the mass of CT around Poisson points when T is large. The local 
properties of these clusters are useful in providing necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the convergence of lT to a (Compound Poisson) limit. Appropriate set-theoretic 
definitions of a cluster may be readily given but it suffices here to focus simply on 
their positions and size. Specifically let kT( +oo) satisfy (2.3). Then we shall say 
that lT has a ‘mass cluster’ in the interval Ji = ((i - 1) kT, i/ kT] (1 G i s kT) if cT(Ji) > 
0. The point (i - l)/ kT. may be regarded as the ‘cluster position’ and the quantity 
tT(Ji) will be termed the ‘cluster size’. The mean number of clusters will be denoted 
by pT (so that clearly pT = kTP{lT(O, kT1] > 0}, as used in Corollary 3.3). These 
definitions of course depend on the choice of kT, but this dependence disappears 
when T is large. Finally, the conditional distribution rTTT of lT(Jj) given lT(Ji) > 0 
will be termed the ‘cluster size distribution’. Clearly rT = pT/P{lT(O, kT1] > 0) where 
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pT is again the distribution of J7(0, k,‘] (restricted to (0, CO)) and hence also 
&p, = PT~T (3.7) 
on (0,oo). 
Corollary 3.4. With the above notation let {Cr} be stationary and strongly mixing, 
with cluster size distribution rrr andjnite limiting cluster rate lim,,, pT = T < cc ( rV 
and t_~r being defined with respect to {k,} satisfying (2.3)). Then lr converges in 
distribution to some random measure 5 if and only if 
TT * (l-h)&j+hn (3.8) 
for some A, 0~ A G 1, and probability measure n on (0, 00). Then also 5 is CP(AT, r). 
Proof. If lT % l, since pT + 7 <co, Corollary 3.3 shows that 5 is CP( V, n) where 
v = ~(0, CO) is the total mass of the measure v(.) in (3.1) and 7r is the probability 
measure v(.)/ v on (0,~). Now (3.3) holds by Theorem 3.2 giving, 
g~lTT=7-‘(I+o(I))gpT~A~ 
by (3.7), where A = V/Z Thus 
(1 - eesX) drT = (1 - e-““)( 1 - em”)-’ dg7rT 
+A (l-e-““)(l-e-“))‘dg~ 
I 
= A (l-e-““) dr 
from which (3.8) follows by the continuity theorem for Laplace Transforms. 
Note also that (3.8) implies 1= lim inf ~~(0, ~0) 2 ((1 - A)G,+Ar)((O, ~0)) = A so 
that ASl. 
Conversely if (3.8) holds for some A, r, 
k,p,- = pT=T + ~(1 -A)&+rAr 
so that krgp, q rhgn and hence by Theorem 3.2, LT % 5, CP(Ar, rr), completing 
the proof. Cl 
Note that the multiplicity distribution rr is defined on the open interval (0, a), 
so that the masses associated with the Poisson events are non-zero. By allowing 
Poisson events with zero masses we may replace Y by 7 = lim p-r in (3.6) if 7r is 
replaced by r,-, = (1 - A)&+ Arr with the notation and assumptions of Corollary 3.4. 
This follows since r JT (1 -e -“‘) drO(y) = v Jr (1 -e-“) dn(y). On the other hand 
replacement of v by 7 without introducing events with zero masses may be achieved 
by adding the assumption that the distributions {TT} are tight at zero in the specific 
sense that lim,,, lim.,, inf rT(O, E) = 0. Then, for example, the following result 
holds. 
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Coronally 3.5. With the above notation let {CT} be stationary and strongly mixing 
with cluster size distribution { rr} assumed tight at zero and cluster rate j_&T. Then: 
(i) If&r 4 5 for some 5, then cy = 0 and ~(0, Co) <as in the represen~ufion (3.1) if 
and only if f_&T -H Co. Then also p-r + V, 7rT += r a probability measure on (0, oo), and 
5 is CP( V, T). 
(ii) If g.T. + Y < Co then ST b 5 for some 5 if and only if TT * rr, a probability 
measure on (@co). 5 is CP( v, S-). 
Proof. If gT % l and ~~-HOO Corollary 3.3 shows that (Y = 0, ~(0, CO) < CO and % is 
CP( V, n) (even without the tightness assumption.) Conversely if lT -% {, fy = 0 and 
~(0, Q3) < co, it follows from (3.3) and (3.7) that ,!.&Tg~r % gv, If FT -+ 00 this implies 
that g$rr q 0 from which it is readily seen that rr + So, clearly contradicting tightness 
of nr at zero. Hence (i) foiiows. To show (ii) note that tightness of (r.7) at zero 
clearly requires h = 1 in (3.8) (since e.g. 0 S (1 -h) + hrr[O, E) S lim inf 7rITT[0, a) + 0 
as E + 0), so that %-r s rr if lT 4 C by Corollary 3.4. The converse is immediate 
from Corollary 3.4. 0 
In applications the cluster rate EL,- typically tends to a limit r, or equivalently 
P{l,(O, l] = O}+e.-T. Hence it is natural to consider families of such stationary 
random measures &’ indexed also by the value of 7, i.e. satisfying for each r> 0, 
P{&‘(O, 1) = 0) + e-* as T+ co. (3.9) 
The random measures will be assumed mixing in the sense of (2.1), where the mixing 
function cy r,r, IT (and hence also kT) may change with r. Equivalently, by Lemma 
2.3, (3.9) may be written in terms of the cluster rates p$‘, viz, 
/&)= k,P{&‘(O, &‘]>O}+ 7 (3.10) 
where k, may change with r (although if convenient the same k, may be taken for 
a given finite number of r-values by using the minimum of the individual kT values). 
As will be seen below it is useful in applications to consider such a family which 
is also ‘coordinated’ by the requirement that for every positive r, T, @, 
@‘(I)q.&‘T(6r), (3.11) 
for each interval Z c (0, l] such that 01 c (0, 11. 
Note that under (3.11) if (3.9) (or (3.10)) holds for one value of T they hold for 
all r. For example if (3.9) holds for the value T, and B > 1, 
kT/_@’ = kTp{#‘(O, k;‘] > 0} = k#{[j;“‘lT(O, ok,‘] > O}+ 0~ 
using 8-‘kT as ‘the kT’ for &‘. 
Theorem 3.6. Let y(T) be (stationary, strongly mixing) random measures as above and 
satisfying (3.11). Suppose (3.9) ( or equivalently (3.10)) holds for some (and hence 
all) T> 0. Then: 
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6) If &” converges in distribution to a random measure g(7) for some 7, then such 
convergence occurs for all r, C CT) being CP(AT, rr) where A(s1) and rr do not depend 
on 7. The cluster size distributions rr’;’ for l:” then converge weakly to (1 - A)&,+ Arr. 
If {rr$)} is tight at zero in the previous sense, for some r, then h = 1 and rr(;’ q rr for 
all 7. 
(ii) Conversely if for some 7 5-q’ s(l-A)S,+A~forsomeA,O~AAl, andsome 
probability distribution r on (0, CO), then [‘;’ % 5”’ and the conclusions of (i) hold. 
Proof. If CT. (7) h &“” for some T it follows from Corollary 3.4 that 5”’ is CP(A, r) 
for some A G 1, TK Now for an interval Z c (0, l] and 8 < 1, 
8 exp( -sly)( I)) = 8 exp( -.slpl T( 0Z)) + $ exp( -s{“‘( i3Z)) 
= exp( -0Arm(Z) I,: (1 -epsy) d+r(y)) 
so that the limiting distributions of l(T87)(Z) have the desired form. That this holds 
also for the joint distribution of (cy)(Z,) * 1 * l(7p7)(Zk)) for disjoint I,, Z,, . . . , Ik 
may also be seen from their asymptotic independence (Lemma 2.2) and it thus 
readily follows that CT (er) has a CP(A&, rr) limit in distribution for 0 < 1. The proof 
for 8 > 1 is similar, starting with K’Z instead of Z. This proves the first part of (i), 
the final conclusions of (i) being immediate from Corollary 3.5. The converse (ii) 
follows simply by noting the convergence of c(T) to 5”’ from Corollary 3.4 for a 
particular T and then applying (i). 0 
4. Applications 
In this section we illustrate the theory in terms of the specific case of the exceedance 
random measure for a stationary process and indicate its more general applicability. 
Let, then (5,: t 20) be strictly stationary with (for convenience) a.s. continuous 
sample paths. Let {ur} be a family of constants and define the exceedance random 
measure on the Bore1 subsets B of (0, l] as the time which the process spends above 
the level ur in the time set T. B, i.e. by (l.l), viz. 
4’=(B) = lE!>UT) d* 
7.8 
For this application a simpler mixing condition on the process (5,) may be used 
to imply (2.1). Specifically let 
.%;~=u{(&~z+): Ts<v<Tt}, O=~s~tcl. 
a%,l=sup{lP(An B)-P(A)P(B)I:AEW~T, B~93:?,,,, 
szo, 1+ss 1). 
Then (5,) will be said to satisfy the condition A ( uT) if 
a*TT+O as T+oo, for some Zr+O. (4.1) 
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Clearly A(+) implies the mixing condition (2.1) for lT (since %ct c .%?lT for each 
s, t), and for aTlr if {a=} is any family of (positive) normalizing constants. The 
notation of Section 2 (e.g. (Yr,l, lr-, k7) will be used without comment. The theory 
of the previous sections may be applied to a&r for any choice of ar. As before 
write M(T) = sup{&: 0 s t s T} so that 
P{a&(O, l] = 0) = P{J,(O, l] = 0) = P{M( T) G UT}. 
Write also rr,- for the cluster size distribution of aTCT and )(L= for the cluster rate 
krP{lr(O, k;‘] >O} (=krP{M( T/k,)> ur}) of lT (or ~~4’~). The following result 
then follows immediately from the general theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A(ur) hold for the stationary process (5,) and suppose that 
p= + r < 00 (or equivalently P{ M( T) G ur} + e-l). Let {uT} bepositive constants. Then 
arlr G 5 for some random measure & tf and only if or * (1 - A)&,+ An on [0, 00) 
for some A, 0~ A s 1, and probability distribution r on (0, CO). Then 5 is CP(Ar, r). 
If further {rr} is tight at zero, then A = 1 and rr s r on (0,~). 0 
Suppose now that for some levels {u,}, P{M( T) S ur} converges to a non-trivial 
limit, say emTo, 0< To < 00 and write u(G) = u,-~,,,,/, for 0 < r < CO, thereby defining levels 
up) such that 
UT;) = u$) for all positive 0, 7, T. (4.2) 
Write &) for the exceedance random measure corresponding to the level u(T7). It 
is readily shown that under (4.2), ly’( B) = lb’_i,( 0s) for any 8 > 0 and Bore1 set 
B, so that (3.11) holds. If A(u’,“) holds for each T then 
P{M(T)Su’,“}+e~’ as T+oo, for each T > 0, (4.3) 
by the discussion prior to Theorem 3.6 since P{M( T) G u’;‘} = P{&‘((O, 1)) =0} 
and (4.3) holds when T = rO. Let constants a’,’ satisfy 
(07) (7) 
aT -UNFIT as T+w, for each r>O, 0>0. (4.4) 
Theorem 3.6 then has the following direct application. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the stationary process {&} satisfy A( u$)) for each T, where (4.2) 
and (4.3) hold. Let constants {a~‘} satisfy (4.4). 
(i) If a$‘&’ converges in distribution to a random measure 5”’ for some T, then 
convergence occurs for all r and 5”’ is CP(A7, T) where A(C1) and v do not depend 
on r. The cluster size distributions r(T7) for a$‘&’ then converge weakly to (1 -A)&+ 
An. If {&)} is tight at zero for some r, then A = 1 and T$’ s rr for all T. 
(ii) Conversely if for some 7, 7r$) *(l-A)&+A~forsomeA,O~A~l, andsome 
probability distribution on (0, a), then a’,“l$‘s 5”’ and the conclusions of (i) hold. 
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Proof. Suppose a(,‘o’&’ % C (To) and write bq’= a(,‘$, for each r> 0. Since by’= 
bb’_‘lT for each 7, 8, T and since, as noted above, l(T7) satisfies (3.11), so does bF)&). 
But b(p)&) = ap’&’ converges in distribution so that b$‘C:” converges in distribu- 
tion for each T by Theorem 3.6, the limit J (7) being CP(A, n) as stated. But, writing 
0 = rO/ r, we have b’;’ = a(,;) - av’ by (4.4) so that aT lT (7) (7) 4 p as claimed. The 
remaining conclusions of (i) and (ii) follow in an obvious way. 0 
It is perhaps worth noting that condition (4.4) is necessary in the sense that if it 
is omitted from the basic assumptions of the theorem and if a’,“{?’ converges for 
each r then (4.4) follows. It may also be noted that in cases where a$) is independent 
of 7, a(Ti’ = aT, (4.4) requires aT - aomIT for each 0 so that a7. is slowly varying as a 
function of T. 
While the above theory requires very little by way of sample path regularity, it 
has a simple interpretation when the sample functions are ‘sufficiently regular’-in 
particular having a finite mean number p(u) of upcrossings of each level u per unit 
time. A detailed discussion of the extremal properties of such processes will be 
given elsewhere and here we just indicate some main features. Under appropriate 
conditions the above results apply to levels u$’ chosen to satisfy T,(uy)) + T. The 
mass clusters for &” can then be identified with excursions of the process 5, above 
the (high) level uy’ (i.e. the tim es between an upcrossing and the immediately 
following downcrossing), when T is large (and the cluster rate puT = Tp(u(;))). It 
is well known that, under conditions given e.g. in Leadbetter et al. (1983, Section 
13.6), the point process of upcrossings converges in distribution to a Poisson Process 
with intensity r, and this can be identified with the Poisson Process underlying the 
CP limit for lT . (T) The compounding random variables represent the (limiting) cluster 
sizes i.e. the (normalized) lengths of high level excursions, whose distributions V~ 
may also be interpreted in the standard Palm (or ‘horizontal window’) sense. 
As a specific case consider a stationary normal process 5, with zero mean, unit 
variance and twice differentiable covariance r(7), -r”(O) = 1. Then Rice’s Formula 
gives the upcrossing intensity p(u) = (2~))’ e~uZ’2 so that the levels u(;’ are given 
by ug’=[2 log(T/(27r7))]“* and in particular u’,“-(2log T)“*. It is known 
(Cramer and Leadbetter, 1967, Section 12.5) that the (Palm) distribution #T of 
excursion lengths above the level u:” has a Rayleigh limit, viz. 
+=(O, (log T))“*x] + 1 - e-x2’4 
from which it follows simply since r T = $=(a;’ a) that the conditions of Theorem 
4.2(ii) hold with a, = (log T)l’* and hence (log T)“*&)+ l(T) where 5”’ is CP(T, r) 
with ~((0, x)) = 1 -e-X2’4. 
While the exceedance random measure provides perhaps the most important 
application of the general theory, similar results follow for other particular cases 
such as functionals of the exceedances (e.g. areas above the levels u’;‘). The mixing 
condition A ( uT) must then be modified appropriately and the strengthening required 
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may make it natural to simply assume strong mixing for (5,). Further the theory 
may clearly be applied to occupation times within classes of ‘rare sets’ other than 
the simple set (I+, 00) considered above. Finally, as noted by a referee, results may 
be stated in an essentially identical way for families {&} of stationary processes. 
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